ABSTRACT

This study aimed to explore and analyze the standard rules of resources description and access RDA, As well as the study followed the descriptive analytical method to identify the state of the application of the standard RDA in Egyptian libraries and community awareness of the extent of it (the Regional Office for the Library of Congress in Cairo, and the Library of the American University in Cairo), The researcher also based on the experimental method applied practice and practical experience of the researcher by virtue of his dealings with cataloging rules, In order to apply the standard RDA on a sample of Arab sources of information to determine the features of the policy applied to the standard of training in the Arab Environment, The study found the results of the most important, came standard RDA successor to the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules and not complement her, It's where the standard is based on what is good and where to take a different approach drastically, as has been relying on some other basic criteria when designing and creating standard
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